
 

An online video game company is creating an adult PC game with cartoon-like graphics. The company, Nutaku.net, has
announced that their new game will be available on Steam and other distribution platforms later this year. The game will be
called Traceroute and is described as a selfie-driven adventure game where the player travels across the world to meet sexy
female bounty hunters in order to collect evidence of all kinds of criminal activity. The game is developed by Dharker Studio,
the same company that developed "Norn9". A promotional video for Traceroute posted on YouTube shows three different
scenes, one each in Paris, Rio de Janeiro, and Tokyo. The game will be available for free download on PC. Players will also be
able to purchase individual girls for $15 each or a season pass containing all nine girls for $25. The characters are based on the
artwork of popular Japanese illustrator Saruwatari Makoto who has worked on more than 50 titles including "Dead or Alive
Xtreme 3" and the Touhou Project series of visual novels. To help promote the game, Nutaku.net has partnered with adult game
review website XCritic to create a series of videos on YouTube. The first video was released on June 14, 2018, and features an
interview with Dharker Studio's Head of Marketing, Bryan Grosnick. As of August 2018, the video has over 45,000 views.
Released just weeks after XCritic's review of Traceroute , Dharker Studio is already hard at work on the game's first free
content update which is expected to be launched some time this month . It will include a new character named Misty and a mini-
game where players can earn special items by helping her find her missing bikini top . Nutaku.net plans to launch the game
officially in October 2018. YouTube Video YouTube Video YouTube Video YouTube Video YouTube Video YouTube Video
YouTube Video YouTube Video Twitter Feed News#13 Jun 2018 - Production line for Traceroute begins with Misty, Bridgette
and Janet! https://t.co/PUeO2pNwXV - Nutaku Blogs - Twitter (@nutech_info) June 20, 2018 Nutaku claims the following
features of the game: "An online video game company is creating an adult PC game with cartoon-like graphics," says Neil Baer,
president of Nutaku. net. "The game will be available on Steam and other distribution platforms later this year. The game will be
called Traceroute and is described as a selfie-driven adventure game where the player travels across the world to meet sexy
female bounty hunters in order to collect evidence of all kinds of criminal activity." Specifics about the content available for
download have not yet been released , but Nutaku appears to have taken advantage of a recent Federal Court decision that
allowed Valve Corporation, the developer behind both the Steam platform for video games and digital video streaming service
Twitch, to block access to sexually explicit material. Tom Eeles, legal counsel for Nutaku states that "Traceroute" does not
contain any sexual or violent content.
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